Title: DIGITAL DATATransFER BETWEEN DIFFERENT CLOCK DOMAINS

Abstract: One or more aspects of the present invention pertain to transferring digital data between first (502) and second (504) domains, where a first clock (512) of the first domain (502) operates at a first frequency and a second clock (520) of the second domain (504) operates at a second frequency, where the first frequency is higher than the second frequency, and where the first (512) and second (520) clocks have arbitrary phase relationships relative to one another. Techniques employed facilitate efficient digital data transfer between the first (502) and second (504) domains while conserving valuable semiconductor real estate.
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   Systems facilitating data transfer between clock domains by using a flip-flop and a multiplexer in feedback (Fig. 5).

2. claims: 9,10

   System facilitating data transfer from a low frequency clock domain to a higher frequency clock domain by a feed forward arrangement of a flip-flop and a multiplexer, the multiplexer operated by a complementary control signal (Fig. 6).
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